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Key features about the Mariapolis
► What is the Mariapolis?
A Mariapolis (City of Mary), is a gathering where the citizens of a temporary ‘town’ try to build a new type of human
society based on the relationships in a family - fraternity and mutual respect, as they holiday together. Aim High is
open to people of all faiths, backgrounds and ethnicities.
The first Mariapolis was born in the Primiero valley (Dolomites, Italy) in the years following the Second World War.

► Why a European Mariapolis?
Against the background of an increasingly fragmented continent of Europe, the Focolare movement wants to underline
the beauty of the European continent in all its diversity, where the richness of every culture can emerge. The organisers
comment: “We believe that through sharing our stories, our cultures and our histories - getting to know each other –
we can lay the foundation for a more united Europe.”

► Where and when?
From 14 July to 11 August 2019, in Tonadico/Fiera di Primiero, San Martino di Castrozza (where the main tent is located) and other places in the valley.

► Why the title "Aim high"?
The title, "Aim high", does not only indicate the fact that this experience takes place in the mountains, in the Dolomites,
but also that we want to focus on relationships, as a way to live. It's a challenge one can meet, inspite the differences
that exist between the various European countries, differences that can not stop the path to a united world. It would
like to be a testimony of unity for Europe, and also for the other continents.

► Participants and countries represented
About 2650 participants from 0 to 91 years (!), from all over Europe are expected in the valley of Primiero. Each
of the 4 weeks will converge between 600 and 700 people.
38 countries will be represented, as well as some countries outside Europe (Jordan, Nigeria, Brazil, Philippines...).
Participants speak more than 35 languages! The programs in the hall will be translated every week into 5 or 6 languages (see the translations on the front page, in the orange frame).

►The programme
The programme for the four week-long event will include a variety of key inputs, moments of cultural exchange
as well as workshops and round table discussions. Of course, it will also be a holiday - participants will have
many opportunities for walking, hiking and other cultural events.
In order to allow people to understand better the spirit of the Mariapolis, highlights will include a history of the
first summer meetings of the Focolare Movement and the re-discovering of the special experience lived by Chiara
Lubich, foundress of the Focolare Movement, during the summer 1949, in Tonadico. In this regard, on July
16, the "Abba School", Study centre composed by professors and experts in various disciplines, organizes a
commemoration on the spot. In addition, the final official event will take place in the afternoon of August 10 in
the presence of Maria Voce, president of the Focolare Movement. On the same day, a street in Tonadico will be
named after Chiara Lubich.
See the programme on the Mariapolis website

Current news and images on the Facebook page of the European Mariapolis:
www.facebook.com/mariapoli.europea
www.europeanmariapolis.org | media@europeanmariapolis.org
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History of the Mariapolis
In the difficult post-war period while struggling to heal from the wounds inflicted on all the nations of Europe by the Second World War, a growing number of young people, families, workers, professionals and
politicans joined members of the nascent Movement for summer holidays in the mountains of Trentino,
Italy.
Right from the start the Mariapolis was a small chunk of society renewed by the love of the Gospel.
South Tyroleans and Italians, French and Germans all participated as the hatred of the war quickly melted
away.
From early on, a note of internationality characterized the Movement which was spreading rapidly, first
in Italy and then, in 1952, in the other countries of Europe and to the other continents in 1958.
In 1959, more than 10,000 people attended the Mariapolis at Fiera di Primiero in Trentino, Italy. Twenty
seven countries from different continents were represented.
At that Mariapolis – and later in 1960 at Fribourg, Switzerland – while speaking to an international gathering about unity among the peoples of the world, Chiara Lubich proposed the Gospel commandment of
love as the relationship that could exist between nations: “Love your neighbour’s country as yours.
The Mariapolis continues today on all 5 continents and now there are also twenty permanent Mariapolises around the world, the first and most developed in Loppiano, Italy.
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The Focolare Movement
The Focolare Movement (officially entitled “The Work of Mary”) is an ecclesial movement that began in the Roman
Catholic Church in 1943. Its goal is to fulfill Jesus’ prayer, “That they may all be one” (Jn 17:21), and thus to work towards the unity of all people. Indeed, the goal is to make humankind one family.
The Movement was founded by Chiara Lubich (1920—2008). When she was in her early 20s, during World War
II, she dedicated her whole life to God. It wasn’t long before other young people followed her example and together
they formed the first community that was called a “focolare” (the Italian word for “hearth”). It was made up of both celibate and married people, who spiritually shared in the community while living fully their commitment to marriage.
Ever since the Movement’s beginnings, people of many cultures, vocations and roles in society, coming from a variety of religious and ethnic backgrounds, have actively participated in it. Most are laypeople (adults, families, youth,
children), but there are also consecrated men and women, priests and even bishops.
To bring more unity to the human family, the Focolare has opened up dialogues with as many people and organizations as possible, including:
- Building unity within the Catholic Church
- Seeking communion and visible gestures of unity among Christians of different Churches
- Working to accomplish unity among the world’s religions, through a common commitment to live the
Golden Rule found in many sacred texts: “Do to others as you would have them do to you.”
- Collaborating with people who do not have any specific religious affiliation, but who want to promote
basic human values that aim at the common good
- Supporting and providing space for meetings and dialogue among persons of various professions.
Spirituality
The first fundamental principle of the “spirituality of unity” – also called “spirituality of communion” – is rediscovering
God as love and putting him at the center of one’s life. This choice calls for the practice of “mutual and constant love,
which makes unity possible and brings the presence of Jesus among all (...).” (Premise to the Statutes of the Work of
Mary). By applying the words of the Gospel in one’s daily activities, a lifestyle is created that contributes to building
unity and peace, both locally and on a worldwide level.
Extent
The Focolare is present in 182 countries, with permanent centers in 87. Its members count close to 110,000, and approximately 2 million call its spirituality their own. Through its projects to benefit society, it regularly reaches about a
million people. Approximately 15,000 Christians from 350 different Churches and ecclesial communities are part of
the Movement. More than 7,000 members of other religions share the Movement’s spirituality and objectives in a variety of ways. 10,000 people who do not have any religious affiliation are also part of the Focolare.
Centers of formation and shared experience
- The Focolare has 25 established communities, which are actually “small towns”, located in as many countries. Those
who live in these towns share the commitment to create a society based on a fraternal lifestyle. The small towns
include homes, businesses and workshops and provide courses in the spirituality of unity, which form people of various
ages and vocations in how to live the Gospel and share their experiences with others.
- There are Mariapolis Centers in 46 countries in which members of the Movement meet for retreats or ongoing formation. These centers also offer courses of formation in the culture of unity, which are open to both members of the
Movement and all those who would like to learn more about its spirituality and activities.
Engagement on cultural and institutional levels
- The Abba School is an interdisciplinary study center composed of professors and scholars, whose objective is to
clarify and develop the doctrine drawn from the charism of unity.
- Sophia University Institute is a training and academic research center located in the Focolare’s international town of
Loppiano near Florence, Italy.

➜
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- International networks bring together scholars, experts, students and professionals from a number of fields, including
philosophy, economics, politics, communication, law, art, medicine, education, psychology, architecture and sports.
These groups promote conferences, courses of formation and publications related to these fields, which are studied
in the light of the Focolare charism of unity.
- The Economy of Communion (EOC) is an initiative in the field of economics that inspires people who own or are
employed in approximately 900 businesses worldwide, promoting best practice shaped by a spirit of communion, reciprocity and generosity. Sixteen business centers have grown up in 13 countries with the purpose of giving mutual
support and being incubators for new startup EOC businesses. More than 750 people received financial support in
the form of job training, wellness initiatives and housing in 2017, and more than 400 graduate and doctoral theses
have been written on the Economy of Communion over the past 27 years.
- The Movement for Politics and Policy for Unity (MppU) provides an opportunity for political reflection and action
among people from different parties, including diplomats, elected officials, scholars and citizens. They want to propose
fraternity as a political category on which to base institutions as well as legislative and administrative initiatives. Among
their projects are courses to form young people in the skills of political participation and good citizenship.
- New Humanity is a nongovernmental organization (NGO) that since 1987 has enjoyed special consultative status
on the UN’s Economic and Social Council, and general consultative status since 2005. It has been recognized as an
UNESCO NGO partner since 2008.
International solidarity efforts
- More than 1,000 social projects are ongoing in various countries
- More or less 35 projects and “micro-activities” are promoted by Azioni per un Mondo Unito (Projects for a United
World), an NGO which operates in 30 countries
- 93 projects provide financial support to children in 48 countries. Almost 11,000 children have been helped, primarily
through local support services, such as schools, meals, medical clinics, etc. In addition, the Associazione Azione per
Famigie Nuove Onlus (“Association for Projects of the New Families”) promotes training courses and supports initiatives to benefit families and disadvantaged children.
Publishing Houses
- Città Nuova (“New City”) is the Italian publishing house and others operate in 20 countries. In Great Britain, it is
known as “New City” and in North America, “New City Press.”
- Città Nuova is the name of the Focolare magazine published in Italy. The Movement in 36 countries produces other
magazines in 22 languages. The English editions are entitled New City in Great Britain (also online free of charge at
newcity.co.uk), the Philippines and Kenya and Living City in North America (available online at livingcity.com).
- Nuovo Umanita’ (“New Humanity”) is a quarterly cultural journal in Italian that offers research and studies on a variety
of topics.
- Gen’s (for seminarians) and Ekklesia (“Church”) are quarterly magazines on ecclesial and religious life. Gen’s is
translated into five languages and Ekklesia into four.
- Teens is a bimonthly magazine created by teens for teens.
- Big is a quarterly magazine for children up to 9 years of age.
- The Word of Life is a monthly commentary on a phrase of Scripture, translated in approximately 90 languages and
local dialects, reaching millions through printed copies, radio, television and online.
- The international website, focolare.org, is translated into five languages.
- An international videoconference call (in Italian Collegamento CH) periodically brings together and shares news with
the wider Focolare family throughout the world.
- CSC Media is the Focolare’s audiovisual production center.
The President
Directing the Movement is a female president, assisted by a co-president and a general council made up of 64 counselors, each with a six-year term. The current Focolare president is Maria Voce, an Italian, and the co-president is
Jesús Morá́n from Spain.
Pontifical approvals
The Focolare Movement (“Work of Mary”) received its first approval from the Holy See in 1962. In its General Statues,
which were approved by the Pontifical Council for the Laity on June 29, 1990, it was approved as “a private, universal
association of the faithful, a juridical entity in the canonical order by decree of the Holy See.” On March 15, 2007, approval was given for further modifications to the Statues.
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Chiara Lubich (1920-2008)
Founder of the Focolare Movement
Origins. Silvia Lubich, the second in a family of four children, was born in Trent on January 22, 1920. Her mother
was a practising Catholic, her father a socialist; her brother Gino was a communist, an anti-Fascist resistance
fighter, a journalist for the daily newspaper “L’Unità”. At a very young age, Silvia started to frequent the Catholic
Action. In 1938 she qualified as a primary school teacher and began to teach in some schools in the Trent region.
Meanwhile she enrolled for a course at the University of Venice, but the outbreak of the Second World War prevented her from continuing her studies.
Vocation. At the age of 19, during a programme for Catholic Action youth, Lubich visited the Marian shrine of
Loreto, which according to tradition contains the house of the Holy Family. There, she discovered her vocation: a
new vocation when compared to the ones known till then (marriage, convent life and a consecrated life in the midst
of the world). At Loreto, Silvia envisaged “a fourth way”, on the model of the family of Nazareth: single and married
people who completely offer themselves to God and live in small communities in the midst of the world. These
were later called “focolari”. As a member of the Franciscan Third Order, Lubich was fascinated by the radical choice
of God by Chiara of Assisi and she took the name “Chiara” as her own. At the age of 23 she felt the strong call to
give herself completely to God, and on December 7, 1943 she consacrated herself to him with a vow of chastity.
A new spirituality. The horrors of war eradicated all certainties and aroused an urgent question in Chiara’s young
mind: is there an ideal that no bomb can destroy? She found the answer in her heart: yes there is, that ideal is
God. In the midst of war, the fruit of hate, God manifested himself to her as Love.
She shared this discovery with other young girls and together they started to put into practice the words of the
Gospel, the small book they carried with them even when they rushed into air-raid shelters. On May13, 1944 a violent aerial bombardment damaged Lubich’s house and the family had to seek refuge in the mountain valleys, but
Chiara decided to remain in the city of Trent to sustain the small community that was growing up around her. She
went to live in a small apartment in Piazza Cappuccini and gradually some of her first companions joined her. They
called their small abode “casetta”, which recalled the little house of Nazareth. This became the first “focolare”.
Chiara and her companions shared all they had with the poor and they received the hundredfold in food, clothing,
medicine... These were immediately redistributed to those who needed them; they realized that Gospel’s promise
“Give and it will be given to you” was being kept. They rediscovered Jesus’ new commandment: “love one another
as I have loved you”, and Chiara identified the measure of this reciprocal love in the cry of Jesus crucified and forsaken. In Jesus’ prayer, before he died “Father... may they all be one”, she understood the specific charism God
was giving her to contribute towards universal brotherhood through a constant and dynamic life of unity.
A new spiritual current, the spirituality of unity or the spirituality of communion was emerging. This spirituality, which
is characterized by its communitarian aspect has been recognized by the Catholic Church and other Churches as
a charism inspired by the Holy Spirit, particularly fit for our times.
Beginnings of a movement. Young people, workers and professionals, families and religious started to join Chiara
and her first group and share in their way of life. After a few months there were about 500 people involved in a
spontaneous communion of material and spiritual goods, like the first Christian communities. Carlo De Ferrari,
Archbishop of Trent, to whose judgement Chiara submitted this flourishing movement, said: “Here, there is the
hand of God”, and in 1947 he gave the first diocesan approval. The first men’s focolare opened in Trent in 1948.
Meeting Igino Giordani. In September 1948, Chiara met Igino Giordani, an elected representative, a writer, a journalist, a pioneer of ecumenism and a father of four. Being a scholar and an expert on Church history, he discovered
in her “a sign of the times” and decided to follow her. Their extraordinary spiritual affinity led Chiara to experience
more luminous revelations on the charism during summer 1949. Giordani’s profound spiritual depth and openness
to humanity made Chiara invite him to be an integral part of the focolare. Many others in the world followed him in
this original path: a consacrated life open also to married people. Chiara declared him co-founder of the Movement.
He is now Servant of God and his cause for beatification and canonization is currently in its Roman phase.
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Paradise ’49. After a very intense period of activity, in summer ‘49 Lubich and her first companions went for some rest
to Valle di Primiero on the Dolomite Mountains. Here, a very particular period of illumination awaited Chiara: a grace
generally reserved for founders or others to whom a special plan of God is revealed. During this mystical experience
that lasted for several months, “entering in the bosom of the Father”, she penetrated, in as much as this is possible for
a human being, into the secrets of Heaven: the mystery of the Holy Trinity, Mary’s splendour, creation as a new heaven
and a new earth. She also understood God’s plan for the Focolare Movement and for its future development.
The Movement studied. The Holy See began a careful study of the Movement in the 50’s. For Chiara and her
spiritual family this was a long period of trial and suspension. In March 1962, the Movement received its first pontifical approval ad experimentum of the (men) focolarini; the approval of the (women) focolarine came the year
after; these two sections form the backbone of the Movement.
The Statutes that define the composite physiognomy of the whole Movement were approved in June 1990. Further
amendments were approved in October 1994, February 1998 and March 2007.
The Movement spread. Since 1950, an increasing number of people coming from all walks of life converged to
Valle di Primiero for the summer. This gave birth to the Mariapolis, the city of Mary. In 1959, more than 10 thousand
people from 27 countries took part in the Mariapolis.
The Movement first spread all over Italy. Random circumstances made it reach the rest of Europe and other countries. Since 1967, it is present in the five continents.
Pasquale Foresi. He was among the first who consecrated their life to God in the way of the focolare. In 1954, he
was ordained priest by the Archbishop of Trent, Carlo De Ferrari and he became the first focolarino priest. Foresi
was also considered by Chiara as a co-founder who contributed, among others, to the Movement’s cultural dimension, the drafting of the statutes, the setting up of the publishing house and the building of the small town of Loppiano.
Structure. Since the initial setting up of the Focolare, Chiara started to found other branches of the Movement:
diocesan priests, religious men and women, the “volunteers of God” (men and women radically committed in the
life of society), the Gen (the new generations). Since 1977, there are also bishops.
She also initiated movements with widespread membership: New Families, New Humanity, Youth for a United
World and Teens for Unity, Priests Movement and Men and Women Religious Movement, Parish Movement and
Diocesan Movement.
Chiara founded the small town of Loppiano and subsequent “permanent Mariapolis”, where inhabitants of all ages
try to live the gospel’s reciprocal love in their study, work and every aspect of their life, thus making these small
towns significant places of witness.
She also founded the publishing house Città Nuova.
Her desire to clarify and spread the culture of unity, made her set up the Abba School, an interdisciplinary study
centre, which she directed personally.
The last project she founded is the Sophia University Institute, based in Loppiano. (December 2007).
A sanctity of the people. The variety of works and branches and the exponential spread of the Focolare Movement
did not distract Chiara from her primal aim: to follow God alone. Besides the statutes, the regulations, the special
graces of ’49, she felt that she had to leave something more: her holiness. Not only her personal holiness – she
explained – but a community holiness, a sanctity of the people. In 1980 she embarked on using the Swiss service
of a collective conference telephone call to offer new spiritual inspirations and life energizing proposals to members
of the Movement worldwide. Thanks to developments in telecommunications, this spiritual support was later given
via satellite and then via internet. Chiara, who was very faithful to this monthly appointment, transmitted to the
whole Movement her yearning to become saints together through love.
CHIARA LUBICH AND THE DIALOGUES
Within the Catholic Church. Chiara gave a new impetus to dialogue within the Catholic Church on Pentecost
1998, when in the presence of 300,000 members of Movements and new ecclesial communities gathered at St.
Peter’s Square, she promised John Paul II “... since our specific charism is unity, we will do our utmost to contri-
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bute towards achieving it” by mutual communion amongst all. Lubich’s charism proved effective also in intensifying dialogue within other Christian Churches.
Christian Churches. The initial encounter with a group of Evangelical Lutherans in 1961, gradually led to receiving encouragement also from other Church leaders, whom Chiara met in Istanbul, London, Zurich, Germany
and elsewhere to spread the spirituality of unity that was recognized by these leaders as an ecumenical spirituality. She was personally committed to this dialogue in various ways, and in the late 90’s she started to promote
the project “Together for Europe”, which is shared by communities and movements of different Churches.
Great religions. Lubich was the first woman to narrate her Christian experience to 10,000 people in a Buddhist
temple. This happened in Tokyo in 1981. In 1997 she presented her spiritual experience to Buddhist nuns and
monks in Thailand. In the same year, she was invited to speak to 3,000 African-American
Muslims in the historic Malcom X Mosque in Harlem, New York. Dialogue with Jews and Muslims in the Middle
East and North Africa is of significant importance. Interreligious dialogue with people of various religious traditions, including Hindus, Taoists, Sikhs and animists has developed in many countries.
Non-religious convictions. Chiara’s initiative also led the Movement to be open to dialogue with people who
do not subscribe to any particular religious conviction and collaborate with them to achieve universal brotherhood, while promoting the human being and all his human values.
Contemporary culture. In the 90’s Lubich encouraged dialogue with representatives from different fields of
human knowledge and life. This gave rise to international networks linking scholars, professionals and students
in various disciplines (theology, sociology, law, communication, psychology, medicine, education, art, architecture, sport and others), engaged in a work of cultural elaboration inspired by the charism of unity in dialogue
with contemporary culture. In the field of economy, this dialogue is developing through the Economy of Communion project (www.edc-online.org). The Movement for unity in politics (www.mppu.org) emerged in the political
field; it proposes fraternity as a political concept.
Acknowledgments. London 1977- Chiara received the Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion. From 1995
onwards, the number of awards began to increase. She received awards from international academic organizations and also from public administrations. One of these awards was the UNESCO Prize for Peace Education
received in Paris in 1996. She received honorary citizenships from many cities, which include Buenos Aires,
Rome, Florence, Turin, Milan, and 16 honorary doctoral degrees from universities in four continents. The motivations for these awards highlight her contribution towards peace and unity among peoples, religion and culture,
and spreading universal brotherhood.
Last days. In February 2008 Chiara was admitted to the Gemelli Hospital in Rome. Pope Benedict XVI sent
her a personal letter. The Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople, Bartholomew I went to visit her. On March
14, at the age of 88, she passed away in her house at Rocca di Papa, surrounded by her spiritual family. Her
funeral took place on March 18 in the Papal Basilica of St. Paul Outside the Walls. The main celebrant was Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone, the Secretary of State; 16 other cardinals, 40 bishops and many priests concelebrated.
Many politicians from various political parties, representatives of many religions, of different Churches and of
Catholic Movements were among the thousands of people of all ages present for her funeral.
Servant of God. “As with the passing of time, her fame for holiness continue to increase...” , these words were
said by Bishop Raffaello Martinelli of Frascati on January 27, 2015 when he read the Decree to introduce the
Diocesan Cause for the beatification and canonization of Chiara (Silvia) Lubich, founder of the Focolare Movement. Pope Francis wished to be present for this occasion through a message in which he urged “to make
known to the people of God the life and works of one, who accepting the Lord’s invitation, has lit a new light for
the Church on the path to unity”.
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Maria Voce
President of the Focolare Movement
Maria Voce was elected president of the Focolare Movement during its General Assembly in 2008. She is
the first focolarina to succeed the foundress, Chiara Lubich, who passed away during that same year. The
2014 General Assembly re‐elected her for a second term.
The first of seven children, she was born in Aiello Calabro (Cosenza, Italy) on July 16, 1937. Her father
was a doctor; her mother a housewife.
Struck by the gospel witness of some fellow students, members of the Focolare Movement, whom she met
during her university years in Rome, Maria Voce started to live the spirit of the Movement. At the age of 26,
she felt God was calling her and left a very promising career ‐ she was the first woman lawyer at Cosenza’s
Court ‐ to follow him in the way of the Focolare. Chiara gave her the name “Emmaus”, which recalls the
event of the two disciples, who on the way to the village of Emmaus, encountered Jesus after his resurrection and recognized his presence in their midst through the breaking of the bread.
After 8 years in Sicily, for 6 years she was one of Chiara Lubich’s personal secretariat. Then, she spent ten
years in Istanbul, where she established ecumenical relationships with Demetrio I, who at that time was
the Patriarch of Constantinople and many other metropolitans, among them, Bartholomew I, who is now
the Patriarch. During these years, she also had the precious opportunity to establish direct contact and relationship with the Islamic world.
In 1988, she resumed her collaboration at the Centre of the Movement. From 1995 to 2008 she was a
member of the Abba School, an interdisciplinary study centre founded by Chiara Lubich. Her studies in
theology and in canon law were an asset for this work. From 2000 to 2008 she was co‐responsible for the
International commission, “Communion and Law”, a network of academics and professionals involved in
law.
She worked directly with Lubich to update the Movement’s General Statutes from 2002 till the time of their
approval in 2007.
When she was elected president of the Focolare Movement (July 7, 2008), she was received by Pope Benedict XVI.
On her re‐election as president (September 12, 2014), she was received by Pope Francis in a private audience together with about 500 General Assembly participants, among them the newly elected councilors
whom she presented to the Pope. On this occasion, the Holy Father entrusted the Focolare with these
three keywords:contemplate, go out, educate.
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About unity and universal fraternity
“Liberty, equality, fraternity”
Liberty and equality have deeply marked the political history of peoples, resulting in a more civilized society and creating the conditions for the expression of human dignity to grow. (…) Liberty and equality have become juridical principles and are applied every day as real and true political categories.
But as we know well, if emphasis falls solely on liberty, it can easily become the privilege of the strongest. And as history confirms, emphasis solely on equality can result in mass collectivism. In reality, many peoples still do not benefit
from the true meaning of liberty and equality….
How can these be acquired and brought to fruition? How can the history of our countries and of all humankind resume
the journey toward its true destiny? We believe that the key lies in universal fraternity, in giving this its proper place
among fundamental political categories. Only if taken together can these three principles give rise to a political model
capable of meeting the challenges of today’s world.
Chiara Lubich, from Liberty, equality… whatever happened to fraternità?
House of Commons, Westminster, London, 22 June 2004

A pact of fraternity
Indeed, it would be good to invite all those involved in politics to make a pact of fraternity for the benefit of their country,
one that puts its good above all partial interests, whether those of individuals, groups, classes or parties.
Yes, fraternity offers surprising possibilities. It helps to bring together and give value to demands that otherwise could
develop into insoluble conflicts. It harmonizes the experience of local autonomy with the sense of a shared history. It
strengthens our awareness of the importance of international organizations and all those systems that attempt to
overcome barriers and take important steps toward the unity of the human family.
Fraternity can give rise to projects and actions in the complex political, economic, cultural and social fabric of our
world. Fraternity brings peoples out of their isolation and can offer the opportunity for development to those still excluded from it. It shows us how to resolve differences peacefully and relegates war to history books. Fraternity in
action allows us to dream and even to hope for some kind of communion of goods between rich countries and poor
countries.
The profound need for peace expressed by humanity today indicates that fraternity is not only a value, not only a method, but also the global paradigm for political development. This is why an increasingly interdependent world needs
politicians, entrepreneurs, intellectuals and artists who put fraternity— an instrument of unity — at the center of their
actions and thoughts.
Chiara Lubich, from Liberty, equality… whatever happened to fraternità?
House of Commons, Westminster, London, 22 June 2004

Maria Voce: Reinventing Peace
Reinventing peace is truly possible insofar as we change minds and hearts. This is why work is needed in terms of
education and culture. (…) We must create places where people can have a true experience of peace, where
people of different cultures, experiences, ages and backgrounds can meet one another; places where every type
of identity becomes a source of mutual enrichment and where universal fraternity becomes tangible. (…) These
places are like little beacons appointing out path on which we can be transformed, renewed and enabled to be
open to the world and, at the same time, attentive to the needs, sufferings, wishes, aspirations, and also the joys
of others.
Reinventing peace means loving other countries as our own, loving other peoples, ethnicities and cultures as our
own. For Chiara Lubich peace has global, indeed universal dimensions. It starts with individuals and extends to the
utmost ends of the earth, encompassing the whole of humankind with its various cultures and identities, its structures, its multiple institutions and many different social, political and economic models. Peace is not a promise; it
is a commitment and a choice. It is up to us to make peace flourish on the face of the earth. The invitation to all of
us (…) is to be armed with peace, to be bearers of peace, witnesses in every place that peace can be reinvented!
“Reinventing Peace”,
Speech by Maria Voce at UNESCO, Paris, 15th November 2016
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